Champion PC from G2 is a real contender
G2 Digital’s Bantam PC packs serious performance into a compact rack-mountable case
Farnham, Surrey: G2 Digital has recently introduced an innovative new machine to its
constantly growing line-up of Rack and Mini PCs – the Bantam. Standing at 224mm x 44mm
x 240mm, the flexible yet compact PC is purpose-built to handle high-demand applications,
offering support for a wide variety of range-topping processors. Despite its size, the Bantam
promises to pack a significant punch in performance.
Chris Hollidge, Director of G2 Digital, explains the thinking behind the Bantam’s creation:
“We’re always looking to move our units forward so that they’re continually able to cater for
our customers’ evolving needs, and the Bantam is a perfect example of that. We’ve
designed it so that customers can enjoy all the benefits of a rack-mountable PC within a
small form-factor, condensing rackspace and maximising compute.”
With versatile mounting options that make it ideal for AV and Digital Media installations, two
Bantam PCs can be rack-mounted side-by-side in a 1U space, or even wall, or VESA
mounted. Thanks to a neat internal AC/DC power supply, the units also keep comms
cabinets tidy when mounted, a feature that has proven particularly popular among
customers.
Breathing new life into the blueprint of their popular Micro PC, the Bantam reinvigorates its
predecessor’s features by adding exciting enhancements that refine the unit’s design:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CPU Options from fanless to i7
1U Rack, Wall, or VESA mounted
Up to 2 units can be mounted side by side in 1U
Internal AC/DC 90W PSU
2x SSD/HDD 2.5" drive bays
Dual Gigabit Ethernet Ports
RS232/Serial Port Option
Wi-Fi Option

Thanks to its broad range of processing options, internal 90W PSU, and dual gigabit
Ethernet ports, the Bantam has a lot to offer by way of power, performance, and
convenience. It’s an impressive machine with a load of potential, ripe for the AV and Digital
Media market.
The Bantam is available directly from G2 Digital or through its growing partner network.
Further info:
http://g2digital.co.uk/bantam-pc-knockout/
About G2 Digital: For the last 10 years G2 Digital has been designing and manufacturing
short-depth rackmount and mini computers in the UK. Their origins are rooted in video and
digital media and they have successfully helped customers in this space develop bespoke
appliances to host specific workloads or software. Every computer is built in the UK, which
means ultimate flexibility over design modifications and fast product lead times of typically 23 days.

